
How did you change your teaching tasks to make them available and doable for your 

students while being in home schooling? I would be happy to get some more interesting 

ideas to keep my students motivated - while being at home every second week... Thanks!!! 

(I'm an English-religious studies teacher, Bad Kissingen, Bavaria) 

  

Did you teach in a sychronous, asynchronous, or combination model during distant 

learning? (Business Teacher in Arlington, VA) 

  

In my Southern Ohio small town community we had WiFi available in the parking lot of our 

public library and its branches  although the public library was closed.  Do you think that this 

might be a possibility to equalize accessibility to the internet? 

  

Were students in the U.S. able to gain free access to wifi at some point if they didn't have it 

before the pandemic. 

  

Jutta - You mentioned that your school is currently teaching 1/2 the student population at a 

time. My district is looking at that same model for the fall.  What are some positives and 

negatives of that model? 

  

I was online from 9:30 to 3:00 daily! And I teach kindergarten 

  

My school gave out all the chromebooks we had, provided internet for families and even put 

work on TV! I didn't have time to look at that but you could watch lessons on a district 

channel. 

  

We used google classroom and it's amazing how independent five and six year olds became 

and how they edited their own work! 

  

We passed out Chromebooks and hot-spots to those who needed them. We also provided 

paper copies for those who needed them. Since we also have students from rural areas, 

busses drove meals out to the neighborhoods and rural areas. All students were provided 

with free wifi from the local cable company. 

  

This is not a question, but a comment I need to get out there: For me, it is absolutely 

shocking to see how little is done by the US State to support its people: Kids who have had 

to work, people not having enough money to buy their own food - I am really happy about 

our social system in Germany and can only hope for better times in the US... 

  

Eva Maria, I managed to create an opportunity for small group work, which did not motivate 

each student, but it did increase interest and participation in class online. I paired up 

students, I gave them the email of their student partner and their directions. I expected 

them to do some research on a topic and in my history class, they were assigned to create a 



video. In my psychology class, they created a skit which they filmed. I met with those groups 

in Google Meet to assess their work through Q/A (F/A). Group work was already something 

well established in my class, as well as research skills, so students were already familiar with 

that.  Not all students had wifi, and some worked during the day. I hope that helps and 

makes sense. 

  

Could we please keep our comments focused on the topic and not criticize this country or 

that country? I don't think that is very helpful. 

  

In my part of North Carolina, there are areas with NO internet access yet. 

  

I teach VIPKID which is English to Chinese students so I was used to this. I did scavenger 

hunts, rewards, did songs, made posters to keep kids engaged. I think when you can add 

humor it definitely adds to making this more engaging 

  

Regarding Elizabeth G's comment about high school (older)students not engaging and 

completing school work because they were working 8+ hours a day.  This was a common 

occurance with my high school students also.  Was this an issue in Germany also?  Does 

anyone have suggestions to help those students & families prioritize their education? 

  

You may get to this later, but I’m curious what plans Germany has to reopen schools? What 

safety measures are schools taking to ensure student and teacher safety? 

  

Wyckoff (NJ) jas pme=tp-one Chromebooks, Google Classroom, and Google Meet. We used 

numerous free covernment science.STEM resources. We also used all the free services that 

opened up to support online education. The greatest challenge was being in a COVID 

outbreak hotspot. 

  

In order to keep students engaged, I invited guest speakers, for example I invited the former 

president of the Rwandan society of Calgary to speak about the Rwandan Genocide in the 

context of the 10 stages. 

I also invited guest speakers to speak about racism in Canada, the USA and the USA. I also 

invited teachers and students from the entire school to join. I believe that helped keep the 

students engaged. We used Google Meet as a learning/teaching format. 

  

We already had an online platform, but it was not made mandatory for teachers to use. 

After closing school, all teachers and students had to use it. I really liked using it, but had a 

similar experience to Elizabeth, some students just disappeared towards to end and stopped 

doing school work. This aspect makes me worried for what might happen in the Fall when 

we go back to school. Hopefully everything can be figured out in the next couple of months! 

  



I took camera's on "field trips" out into the nature centers, focused on relationships through 

google classroom, and sharing work on flip-grid. We used science notebooks to extend 

learning. I worked with first-graders, so developing relationships and continuing 

engagement was our focus. 

  

It's reassuring to hear of common experiences as schools shut down both in America and 

Germany. Shutting down and struggling with students engaging felt very isolating for a long 

time. 

 

 

My school (in Kansas City, MO, USA) has already decided to begin next year online. How 

many of your schools have made decisions already, and which model do you see as the most 

prudent? 

  

 

Julie: Officials plan to reopen German school normally in September. Full classes, certain 

hygienic measure but not overly much, ... But at the same time, German schools have to 

plan for two alternative scenarios: another lockdown or a similar situations we have right 

now: half of the class at home with digital lessons and half of the class at school with the 

teacher. 

 

Opening schools in the fall is a pressing issue in the NY-NJ-CT area. It is is interesting to hear 

how Babaria is working the hybrid model. Thank you for sharing. 

 

Social justice questions and action is an opportunity for interdisciinary learning. 

 

Good point Stefan.  The communication with students was sometimes surprising...students 

not knowing how to communicate well via email, text, etc while others were surprisingly 

open and sometimes vulnerable.  This is a great learning opportunity. 

 

In my experience, it's not uncommon for STEM teachers to assume that the topic of race is 

best reserved for the social studies classroom. Can any STEM educators speak about ideas 

they've had or implemented to tackle these issues in the context of math or science classes? 

 

How have your students reacted to the killing of George Floyd and how have they discussed 

about it? Has there been a debate about the prostests and the political  dicussion which 

followed? 

 

 

 

  

 


